Correct Uniform as at Term 1, 2015
To ensure consistent colours and fabrics, approved uniform items for St John’s Lutheran School are only available from
Bellarine Uniforms – ie no grey shorts, trousers, shirts or socks from any other supplier.

Blazer
The new style blazer is shown here. You will
note that the fabric is different to the older
style as well as an updated logo on the pocket.

The older style blazer shown is of a different
fabric and has the older style logo.

The new style blazer is the same as that worn by
GLC students and you are able to replace the
pocket if your student attends GLC in their Senior
schooling and if the blazer is in excellent condition.

House Polo and Rugby Top

The new style polo & rugby tops have a coloured Old style polo & Rugby tops.
crest and new branding.

Boys Summer Shirt
Short sleeve, open neck style, grey shirt with monogram.
Designed to be worn out. Shirt can be worn in summer
only. The School tie is not to be worn with this shirt.

Girls Kilt
New style pinafore includes kilt that has detachable Old style pinafore has bib stitched to kilt and square
bib for Prep to Year 4. New style has V neck bib.
neck.

Skirt (Kilt without bib)
is worn in Years 5 and
6 and a tie is worn
with the yellow shirt.

Hat
New style hat is a different design and fabric with a
different crest.

Socks
Girls

Old style hat

Shoes

Summer:

White
ankle socks with stripes.

Girls and Boys Sports:
White sport sock with royal
and gold stripe with navy
cushion foot.

Girls Winter:
Grey cotton/nylon tights or long grey socks. Can only be
worn in winter and formal occasions as required with
winter uniform.

Boys: Grey ankle socks with
stripes for summer.
Knee Hi socks to be worn with
shorts in winter only.

Boys: Black leather lace up polishable shoes.
Girls: Black T-bar or black lace up regulation polishable
school shoes.
Sports: Must be sport appropriate shoes – ie no canvas,
skate shoes or similar

